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INTRODUCTION
Digitization efforts have made a rich array of primary
source materials available online in recent years. This includes
primary sources that have been digitized by database vendors
and primary sources that have been digitized and made freely
available online by libraries, universities, and other institutions.
With full text searching of these collections, researchers now
have the opportunity to analyze materials in new ways. These
digitized sources provide students with valuable opportunities
to engage with archival materials and other primary sources that
would have been inaccessible in years past, when many of these
materials were available only at a single archive that may have
been located a great distance away.
With these digitized sources come drawbacks. Ian
Gadd (2009), an English professor in Britain, points out some
of these issues in an examination of the Early English Books
Online database. While the database provides access to
thousands of sources printed between 1472 and 1700, he points
out that all of the text on the pages displays as black, not
showing any other original colors; the bindings are often not
included; and the books all appear on the screen as the same
size, even though the original texts often varied in dimension
(Gadd, 2009, p. 682). When students search a library database
like Early English Books Online or a database of digitized
newspapers, their results are often displayed as a list of
individual PDFs and isolated files. As they select and read
sources from their results, they often miss important contextual
information, such as details about the source’s author, where
the source was created, and the author’s possible purposes in
creating the source.
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considered how librarians can design learning activities that
help students develop the research practices that they will need
for engaging with primary sources and for thinking about the
context in which these sources were created. During the session,
attendees went through three different learning activities. Based
on studies examining how trained researchers such as historians
and other scholars conduct research and how their interaction
with primary source materials differs from that of a student
researcher, these activities were designed to encourage students
to approach these sources more effectively.
The primary sources used in these activities were all
from historical newspapers available through Library of
Congress’ Chronicling America: Historic American
Newspapers site, but the activities could be modified for other
types of primary source materials, such as diaries, books,
pamphlets, broadsides or ephemera. We looked at historical
newspapers for several reasons. On a practical note, newspaper
articles provide short examples in the limited time available
during most library instruction sessions. Newspapers are also a
type of primary source that is often more readily available for
undergraduates and the Library of Congress’ Chronicling
America site serves as a resource that would be freely available
to any college student.
Attendees received a packet containing the historical
newspaper articles that they would read in each of the learning
activities. They also received a separate handout with
instructions for each activity and questions for guiding their
group discussions. During each activity, attendees were asked
to work in small groups and take on the role of a student
researcher, exploring different primary sources. Attendees were
then asked to take on the role of a librarian, thinking about how
they might incorporate activities like these into their teaching.

In this interactive session, we discussed ways to
encourage students to see research as more than a process of
simply searching and downloading isolated files. We
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First Sample Learning Activity
For the first exercise, attendees were asked to take on
the role of students in a history class focused on the American
Civil War who would like to research the 1863 draft riots that
took place in New York City. In this scenario, the students have
searched a collection of digitized historical newspaper articles
and found an article titled the “Dreadful Riot in New York,”
published in the Bedford Gazette on July 17, 1863 (“Dreadful
Riot in New York,” 1863, p. 2. See Appendix A for an excerpt
of the article). Attendees were asked to read the article and then
gather in small groups to discuss how a researcher could use
this source to inform his searching for historic newspaper
articles about the draft riots.
Attendees noted different language that was used to
describe the draft riots in 1863. For example, the article used
terms such as conscription to describe the draft and mob to
describe the riots. We discussed how a student who had read
this article might expand his database searching to include these
terms and find additional articles that were not included in his
initial search results. For students reading an article like this,
they may also come across the names of specific individuals,
such as public officials, or they might discover a new research
question or a new angle to consider in their research.
As instruction librarians, we often talk with students
about brainstorming for keywords to use in their searching.
When looking for primary sources, students might not know
enough about the topic or the language of the time period to
brainstorm effectively for keywords to use in their searching. In
the early stages of a research project, students often might be
interested in a broad topic, such as women’s rights, and will
struggle to develop search terms that will yield useful results.
By giving students time to engage with a primary source, they
can become more familiar with their research topic and with
relevant terminology to use in their searching.
Second Sample Learning Activity
For the next activity, I began by showing an example
of how historical newspaper databases often display each
digitized article as an isolated document, surrounded by blank
white space and removed from the original page on which it
appeared. When a researcher searches a historic newspaper
database for specific keywords and selects items from her
search results, she only sees the articles that contain her
keywords, not any of the editorials, advertisements, or other
pieces that may have appeared alongside that article in the
newspaper. With the Library of Congress’ Chronicling America
site, a researcher does see the whole page on which his article
appeared, but most readers would need to magnify the page in
order to read the text and the tendency would be to zoom in to
the place on the page where their search terms are highlighted,
overlooking the other pieces from that issue of the newspaper.
After seeing these examples, attendees were asked to
read an article published in the North Carolina newspaper Semiweekly Standard on April 13, 1861, about ministers who
supported the movement for secession and war (“One of the
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most deplorable,” 1861, p. 3. See Appendix B for a copy of the
article.). After reading this article, attendees explored other
pieces that appeared in the same issue of the newspaper (See
Appendix C for examples of other pieces that appeared in the
same issue of the newspaper). Groups discussed the other
pieces from this issue of the newspaper and considered how
these pieces might provide contextual information about this
time period in American history. Attendees noted
advertisements which reflected aspects of daily life. One
advertisement for shoes, hats, and “elegant dress goods” took
advantage of the sense of impending war, declaring “WAR!
WAR!!! WAR!!! WAR DECLARED ON HIGH PRICES AND
LARGE PROFITS” (Semi-weekly Standard, 1861, p. 2). Other
content piqued attendees’ curiosity and they felt that this
content might spark potential research questions for a
researcher to explore. While a number of the pieces in this issue
of the newspaper would be difficult for students to apply in their
research, attendees felt that it would be useful for students to
see what a newspaper from this time period looked like and how
the newspaper’s layout and style was quite different from
today’s newspapers.
I included this activity after talking with several
professors about their experiences using microfilm in the past.
With microfilm, researchers had to skim many pages of
newspapers as they navigated their way through different
issues. While this process was often tedious, they made
serendipitous discoveries while browsing and learned more
about the daily life during the time period. With digitized
sources, it becomes easier to have tunnel vision and zero in on
the article containing the desired search terms. In Robert Allen
and Robert Sieczkiewicz’s (2010) interviews with academic
historians, the importance of browsing historical newspapers
become apparent (pp. 2-3). One historian explained that he
usually at least skimmed the whole issue of a newspaper,
because he wanted more than just information directly related
to his research question—he wanted context. Other historians
talked about the value of advertisements and editorials (Allen
& Sieczkiewicz, 2010, p. 3). With this activity, students are
introduced to the idea of engaging more with a primary source
by looking beyond the article that matches their search results
and exploring other elements of the newspaper that might
provide valuable contextual information.
Third Sample Learning Activity
For the third exercise, attendees were asked to read and
discuss Library of Congress’ description of the Semi-weekly
Standard newspaper (“About Semi-weekly Standard,” n.d.).
This is the newspaper in which the article from the second
activity was published. Taking on the role of a student
researcher, attendees considered what they had learned about
the publication and how a researcher might apply this
contextual information in her research.
For any historical research, students would benefit
from considering background information such as geographic
location and possible political stances. With research related to
the Civil War, even undergraduate students who have not
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worked with primary sources in the past will understand why
these factors would be useful to consider in their analysis of a
historical source. In this case, the newspaper was from a
Confederate state; many undergraduate researchers would
expect the newspaper to be a staunch supporter of secession.
However, a researcher would learn from the newspaper
description that the Semi-weekly Standard’s publisher was a
reluctant supporter of the secession and the newspaper’s
opinions pieces displayed his sentiments.
While the Library of Congress’ Chronicling America
web site provides these details about each newspaper, many
students will be unaware that this information is available and
they may be unlikely to take the extra time to click on the small
“about” link listed above the newspaper article that they are
reading. For students searching in a library database such as
ProQuest Historical Newspapers, they would need to navigate
several steps away from their search results to find a description
of the newspaper. I have used this activity with students to
demonstrate how they can navigate to this type of contextual
information about a source. Beyond showing these navigational
steps, this activity demonstrates to students how useful and
relevant these details can be when researching a topic. Students
see that gathering this information is a valuable use of their
time, as it will help them to examine the author’s intentions
more effectively.
A historian or other experienced scholar will often be
familiar with the newspapers of the time period, but most
students will not be familiar with the newspapers that they come
across while searching databases. Even in situations when a
historian is working with unfamiliar sources, she often
approaches these sources differently from the way that a student
does. Sam Wineburg, an educational psychologist, has
compared the way that students read a primary source to the
way that historians read a primary source. He explains that for
a historian “a document’s attribution was not the end of the
document but its beginning; sources were viewed as people not
objects, as social exchanges, not sets of propositions”
(Wineburg, 1991, p. 510). Historians begin by sourcing and
contextualizing the document, learning as much as possible
about the source, while most students do not. For a historian,
primary sources “can be understood only by trying to
reconstruct the social context in which they occurred”
(Wineburg, 1991, p. 500). This library instruction activity helps
students develop habits of mind and research practices that are
an integral part of reconstructing this social context while
working with primary source materials.

CONCLUSION
In order to incorporate activities like these into library
instruction, the instructor must feel comfortable adapting to the
unpredictability that comes when students begin exploring
digitized primary sources on their own. Students may struggle
to find relevant sources or may find themselves confused by
language used in a historical source. However, these struggles
and confusion are an authentic representation of the research
process and provide students with the opportunity to apply the

research practices that they will need while completing their
assignments.
By participating in hands-on activities with digitized
primary sources, students have the opportunity to see research
as more than simply searching and downloading files. With
time set aside for students to examine a historical source and
activities that ask them to browse available sources, they are
introduced to research as a process involving inquiry and
discovery. This type of learning environment can instill a sense
of excitement as students develop new research questions and
explore topics of interest. My goal is for students to continue
with this reflective approach as they move on to researching
their own topics after the instruction session. As they complete
each learning activity, I often ask students to think of a research
tip that they would share with a classmate. This part of the
activity requires them to reflect and to think about how they
could apply what they have learned in their upcoming research
assignment.
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APPENDIX A

Dreadful Riot in New York. (1863, July 17). The Bedford Gazette. Retrieved from
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn82005159/1863-07-17/ed-1/seq-2
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APPENDIX B

One of the most deplorable. (1861, April 13). Semi-weekly Standard. Retrieved from
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045450/1861-04-13/ed-1/seq-3
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APPENDIX C

Excerpt from page 2 Semi-weekly Standard. (1861, April 13). Retrieved from
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045450/1861-04-13/ed-1/seq-2
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